
An Extreme Case of Election-Season Malaise

 

It’s difficult to put much faith in the prospect of elections, not when the sitting president should have 
been impeached long ago – impeached for a host of subversions, but perhaps most obviously for using 
immigration-policy squabbles as an excuse to continue leaving the “back door” wide open while 
disrupting border-control rules so thoroughly as to hog-tie border-control agents, and for further 
offering free handouts by the bushel to entice untold millions of illegals to cross into the US with 
hardly so much as a tick check.  And we’re supposed to believe this has nothing to do with the exotic 
diseases popping up all over the country, or with the escalating terror threat within our borders, a threat 
which just happens to “justify” our government’s all-pervasive electronic snooping.  What does all this 
add up to if not sabotage?  And We are brazenly promised more of the same!  Does the phrase 
“Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors” ring any bells?  Yet Congress, which has 
an oath-sworn duty to intervene, just plays intramural politics, making all of its members – comprised 
of Republicans, Democrats and just two Independents – criminally negligent and morally complicit, 
both of which are ample qualifications for impeachment as well.

 

That for which Richard Nixon was pilloried is child’s play in comparison to what the current 
administration and its enablers get away with every day.  Yet We the People seem incapable of 
confronting the problem, so conditioned to submission have We become by the constant beating-down 
of traditional values and the incessant berating meted out by our “leaders” every time we have gathered 
– by the millions, no less – to protest for a redress of grievances.  Then these official belittlements are 
dutifully echoed in the electronic reverberation caves of a puppet media to which mainstream America 
is pathetically addicted, ensuring complete stultification.  Derision, on a smothering scale, is how 
political movements in the USA are blunted and made ineffectual.  It’s psychological warfare, pure and 
simple.

 

Honestly, how can anyone be hopeful about the prospects of elections when the only candidates 
advanced will be Democrats and Republicans, a genuine difference without any distinction.  It just 
comes down to who is running diversionary flack.  But when it comes time for certain things to get 
done, get out of the way!  Take for instance the secret “fast-track” trade measures passed through 
Congress for which a majority of Republicans locked arms in solidarity with the Democrat Executive 
to create their own Nancy Pelosi moment:  “We must pass the bill so you can see what’s in it.”  
Really?!  Sovereignty counts for so little?  What remains of the USA after the Obama era will be 
nothing more than words on a globalist map.

 

Tragically, most Americans have a mental block when it comes to contemplating the possibility our 
government serves interests other than those of law-abiding Citizens.  But if anyone thinks I’m just 
fanning hysteria, please cite a flaw in my line of reasoning, because the facts are self evident:  Not only 
does our two-party government refuse to perform its primary duty – protect its citizens – but it pursues 
polices that are insidiously harmful.  Yet even though this assertion is backed by demonstrable facts, 
it’s like pulling teeth to get more than a begrudging nod from mainstream America, then it’s click and 
switch back to “American Idol” and professional sports.

 

Yes, the truth is a bitter pill, but unless the American people wake up to the full depth and breadth of 



our two-party government’s treachery and find the backbone to do something about it – something 
wholly separate from voting – then participating in elections will just reinforce an illusion of normalcy, 
and that will deepen the crisis.  Because circumstances are anything but normal; they are turned inside 
out, and the Rights codified by our Founders are being systematically stripped.  At best, casting a vote 
for a candidate from either major party will provide mindless (or spineless) approval to the status quo – 
and that’s only if one pleads the threadbare excuse of ignorance.  But if one comprehends the depths of 
our two-party government’s duplicity, then casting a vote for either party would be to share in their 
crimes, and that would be – at least for any honest American patriot – incomprehensible.  Perhaps that’s 
why so many people prefer “blissful” ignorance.

Absent signs of an American epiphany, come election time I may honor the ideal of voting by writing-
in anyone who isn’t a Dem or a Rep, or I may just stay home, and that would be the first time in nearly 
40 years that I didn’t vote.  But whatever I do, I will view the election’s results with complete and 
unvarnished skepticism.  Yet even at this late date, I’d like to believe We the People can pull our 
Country out of its slide, that – as the last grains of sand sift through the hour-glass – We will recognize 
our hazard (far worse than poor Greece) and rise up en-masse to start reclaiming our government and 
halting our Nation’s accelerating dissolution.  Non-compliance with unconstitutional laws and 
mandates would be a good place to start.  And ex-communicating both major parties would make an 
excellent encore.  Which isn’t to say there aren’t some very good people in the rank-and-file of both 
major parties, but it’s high time for them to recognize how their party-loyalty just enables corrupt 
leaders to dismantle our Country in favor of profit and power – and the consolidation of absolute power 
for their money-printing masters.  Dispense with the parties and just be Americans!  Stand by and for 
the Constitution!  That is ever my hope.  
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